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KOSOVO 

"First do no harm!" Hippocrates 

As I write now on Monday March 29, it is impossible to tell what the 
situation in Yugoslavia will be in weeks or even days. But there are 
certain facts which one can be sure of from knowledge of Yugoslav 
history and of the Serb people in particular, knowledge that none of the 
leading protagonists in the United States or European Union governments 
appear to have troubled to acquire . 

The first is that the Serbs will never give up Kosovo. If Tito could not 
persuade them to give Kosovo the status of a full republic in the post-war 
Federative Republic of Yugoslavia (Yugoslav means southern Slav), ~ 
bombs will not persuade them to grant autonomy today. The reason is 
dismissed as absnrd- because in 1387 a Serbian King Lazarus gathered a 
great Christian army from Serbs and Bulgars, Bosnians and Albanians, 
Poles, Hungarians and even Mongols, but no Latins or Greeks, to resist 
the advance of the Ottoman Turks. On the field ofKossovo in 1389 they 
were routed and South Slavs came under Turkish Muslim rule for over 
500 years, but Murad the Grand Vizier fell by the hand of a Serbian 
patriot, and the Serbs could recall for ever their day of heroic resistance. 
600 years later can that really be what is at issue? 

The second fact is that it happens that over 80% of the people of Kosovo 
are of Albanian origin, not therefore Slavs, and also that most of them 
have retained their loyalty to Islam, to which the Turks converted their 

. ancestors together with many of the South Slavs in Bosnia and Southern 
Serbia some 500 years ago. If you think it absurd for religion to continue 
to divide people against each other, think of Ireland. Consider the • 
response in the North to the Irish Fenians' claim to Derry, where in 1689 
the forces of Protestant King William emerged victorious from a long 
siege by Irish catholics under the leadership of the deposed catholic king 
James II. The parallel is not perfect, but no amount of arms from France 
or Spain would have dislodged the Protestants then or later and the Derry 
boys will celebrate this year as always with drums and marches the relief 
of Derry on July 30th

' 1689, and..the final Battle of the Boyne on July 1st
. , 

1690. In Ireland we have at last learned to make peace and not war, but 
the lesson has still to be learned in the Balkans. 
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The third fact is that Kosovo did not cease to be a battlefield in 1389. It 
was fought over again in 1448 when the Hungarians, who had stopped the 
advance of the Turks outside Vienna, fyre defeated by the Turks and the 
Balkans became a part of the Ottoman Empire for another 400 years. 
Belgrade in the Sixteenth century was a Moslem city. The Slavs were 
divided with Hungarians lying between the Northern Poles, Czechs and 
Russians and the Southern Slavs and replacing Turkish rule in parts of 
the south from the Sixteenth Century. The Slavs were then further divided 
in both the north and in the south not only by geography but by religion -
catholics to the west, orthodox to the east - and in the south the Moslems 
in between the two. 

When the power of the Turks waned in the Nineteenth Century and the 
imprisoned Greek and Slavic nations rose in revolt, they were once more 
divided and conquered by outside powers, this time from the west. 
Austria occupied Slovenia, Croatia and Bosnia. When Serbia, Bulgaria, 
Montenegro and Greece united in 1912 to drive the Turks back to 
Constantinople, they succeeded beyond their expectations. But in a 
second war in 1913 the Bulgarians sought to take more of Macedonia 
than the Greeks and Serbs would permit, and Romania entered the fray to 
seize Bulgarian lands where Romanians lived. The Bulgarians armies 
besieged on all sides were heavily defeated. Greece and Serbia divided up 
Macedonia between them. Albania, which had been occupied by both 
Greece and Serbia was declared by the great powers to be an 
independent state, and the Greeks and Serbs had to leave but Serbia kept 
Kosovo. Freedom from Austria only came after the First World War, 
which began with the murder of an Austrian prince in Sarajevo at the 
hands of a Serbian patriot. With such a history no one should wonder at 
the Serbs' preparedness to die for their country, which they proved in full 
measure with Tito's partisans, who for once united all Yugoslavs in their 
struggle against the occupation by Germans and Italians in World War II. 

The fourth fact concerns the character of the Serbian President, Slobodan 
Miloshevich, and his relation to the Serbian people. Miloshevich has not 
been a popular dictator and has from the start of his rise to power used the 
Kosovo card to enhance his popularity. He has had to strike a balance 
between appearing to play the card too hard so as to frighten his people 
and lose the support of his generals and dropping it and thereby losing all 
popular support. Steadily escalating action against the Moslem Kosovars 
has brought pressure upon him by the West - the USA and the European 
Union -· and provided him with a perfect hand. The more they intervene 
and now the more they bomb, the stronger the support for him and the 
more heroic he appears. 
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The fifth fact relates to the nature of the war that is being fought. The 
American and European govemme~s ,are most anxious not to lose any 
lives. The same is true for Miloshevich. Body bags coming back either to 
Washington or to Belgrade would soon end the war. Yugoslavia is a 
much more open society than Iraq. Most of the population of Belgrade 
can receive CNN, BBC World and Sky News on satellite. The deaths of 
large numbers of Serbs would soon tum the population against 
Miloshevich, so that he has been noticeably careful about committing his 
forces to a major confrontation. At the same time, he can be expected to 
step up the action against the Moslem Kosovars with the aim of clearing 
them out of as much of Kosovo as possible, so as to establish a fait 
accompli of ethnic "cleansing" in Kosovo, as was done successfully by 
both Serbs and Croats in Bosnia. 

The sixth fact is that, short possibly of what General Wesley Clark calls 
"the ultimate destruction of Yugoslavia's capacity to make war", 
Miloshevich will not accept terms dictated by NATO. He has the support 
of the Russians, which might in certain circumstances make the conflict 
into a European war, and of the Chinese, who will probably do nothing, 
and, as public opinion in Greece and Italy and elsewhere in the European 
Union begins to tire of the war, of increasirlg numbers of European 
governments. NATO cannot pretend to be both a military force and a 
peace-keeping force . The Clinton-Blair or Albright-Cook insistence at 
Rambouillet on NATO monitors for a peaceful settlement ensured that 
Miloshevich would not accept it. He might have accepted neutral 
monitors. The bombing must surely put to an end the fancy ideas 
promulgated by Mary Kaldor and some enthusiasts for a "European" 
defence policy of promoting NATO to a peace-keeping role. It was not 
the air strikes that got the agreement on Bosnia, as some believe, but 
Miloshevich' s desire to appear at home as the great saviour of peace, and 
Kosovo was never mentioned. 

The seventh fact is that the United Nations cannot be permanently ruled 
out of the framework of international law and replaced by NATO/US 
dictation, if any kind of world order is to be retained. The argument for 
"humanitarian intervention" by the United States, even without UN 
Security Council sanction, cannot be sustained in the light of the obvious 
failure of the US even to try to intervene in the massacre of up to a 
million people in Colombia in the early 1990s by a government supported 
and armed by the USA, or to intervene in the forced flight of over a 
million Kurds from Turkey following the repression also in the early 
1990s by another government supported and armed by the USA, not to 
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million people in Colombia in the early 1990s by a government supported 
and armed by the USA, or to intervene in the forced flight of over a 
million Kurds from Turkey following tee, repression also in the early 
1990s by another government supported and armed by the USA, not to 
mention the direct annihilation in the 1960s and 70s by the United States 
forces of whole populations in Laos and Viet Nam. Without the United 
Nations' sanction and with the lessons of Iraq and Yugoslavia before 
them, there can be nothing to prevent a government such as that of 
Indonesia proceeding to wipe out the non-Indonesian populations of East 
Timor and West Irian. The USA has no moral or legal authority to 
propose itself together with its British poodle as the police man of the 
world and the sooner the peoples of Europe recognise that fact (most of 
the other people of the world now it only too well) the better for all of us. 

So what do we do now? In answer to that question , Noam Chomsky, 
writing on March 28th.,recalled the words in the Hippocratic oath "First, 
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do no harm!" and went on "If you can think of no way to adhere to that 
elementary principle, then do nothing. There are always ways that can be 
considered. Diplomacy and negotiations are never at an end." It may be 
impossible fo! Serbs and Albanians to live together in Kosovo again, but 
as many as possible should be kept alive. Bombing them only kills more. 
When Ken Livingstone asks the old question ;'What do you do when you 
find someone raping your daughter?" the answer can never be to threaten 
to kill him, because then he will probably kill your daughter. To help the 
Kossovans, the most important help will be to provide massive aid from 
the West to the poor countries on Kosovo's borders, to which the 
Albanians have fled. The alternative is quite simply that the violence will 
spread and a third Balkan War will be unleashed 

The cost of this war begins to be astronomic. One Fl 17 bomber brought 
down was worth $43 million, equal to the total annual income of 60,000 
Albanians. !2 of these planes would pay for the whole Albanian health 
service. The main demand must be that at least as much is spent on relief 
and rehabilitation as is spent by NATO on the war. That must be the 
condition of continuing participation in the campaign. The only obscene 
compensation for an extended war is that a massive injection of public 
spending, albeit for destructive purposes, could, as so often before, halt 
the slide of capitalist economies in the United States and Europe into a 
deepening slump. Mrs Albright, the US Secretary of St;ite once averred 
that the death of half a million children from the bombing of Iraq was a 
price worth paying for victory in the Gulf War. But no child's life should 
be put at risk by continuing this war. Peace negotiations must begin at 
once. 
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settlement ensured that Milosevic would not accept it. He might have 
accepted neutral monitors. The bombing must surely put to an end the 
fancy ideas promulgated by Martin W ~o!acott, Mary Kaldor and some 
enthusiasts for a "European" defence policy of promoting NATO to a 
peace-keeping role. It was not the air strikes that got the Dayton 
agreement on Bosnia, as some believe, but Milosevic' s desire to appear at 
home as the great saviour of peace. And Kosovo was never mentioned, 
although there was universal fear of what would happen there after 
Bosnia was settled. 

The final fact is that the United Nations cannot be ruled out of the 
framework of international law and replaced by NATO/US dictation, if 
any kind of world order is to be retained. If the USA can act without UN 
sanction, and with US and UK actions in Iraq and Yugoslavia as 
precedents, what is there to prevent a government like that of Indonesia 
proceeding to wipe out its non-Indonesian populations? All the patient 
work since the Second World War to build some system for the peaceful 
settlement of disputes cannot simply be abandoned, and yet that is what is 
now threatened. 

What should now be done? 

So what do we do now? In answer to that question , Noam Chomsky, 
writing on March 28th.,recalled the words in the Hippocratic oath "First, 
do no harm!" and went on "If you can think ofno way to adhere to that 

. elementary principle, then do nothing. There are always ways that can be 
considered. Diplomacy and negotiations are never at an end." Doing 
nothing harmful does not rule out doing a hundred things that may help to 
advance a peaceful solution. This is once again where Mr Blair is 
mistaken. It may be impossible for Serbs and Albanians to live si by side 
in Kosovo again, but as many as possible should be kept alive. Bombing 
them only kills more. When people ask the old question "What do you do 
when you find someone raping your daughter?" the answer can never be 
to threaten to kill him. 

To help the Kosovars, immediately, it is necessary to provide the refugees 
with safe havens in countries that can afford to accommodate them and to 
relieve the pressure on the neighbouring countries, where their presence 
can only exacerbate existing tensions . Massive aid mu~t be offered to the 
poor countries on Kosovo's borders, which have borne the brunt of the 
Albanian exodus, but the refugees cannot stay there. To insist on their 
staying and thus destabilising an already complex society of many 
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nationalities in Macedonia and Montenegro is quite simply to ensure that 
the violence will spread and a third Balkan War will be unleashed. 

The cost of this war begins to be astroJ o~ic. One Fl 17 bomber brought 
down was worth $43 million, equal to the total annual income of 60,000 
Albanians. 12 of these planes would pay for the whole Albanian health 
service. The new stealth bomber costs $2.5 billion, the same as the whole 
national income of Albania. The main demand must be that at least as 
much is spent on relief and rehabilitation as is spent by NATO on the 
war. Mr Blair says that he will authorise £20 million for relief of 
Kosovans. That is the cost of less than half of the cruise missiles he has 
just dispatched into Yugoslavia, not to mention the cost of Tomahawks 
and Harriers and all the rest of the weaponry let loose. Relief must be the 
condition of continuing participation in the campaign. The only obscene 
compensation for an extended war is that a massive injection of public 
spending, albeit for destructive ends, could, as so often before, halt the 
slide of capitalist economies in the United States and Europe into a 
deepening slump. A similar level of spending on relief and rehabilitation 
would serve the purpose far more constructively. 

Mrs Albright, the US Secretary of State once averred that the death of 
half a million children from the bombing of Iraq was a price worth paying 
for victory in the Gulf War. But no child' s life should be put at risk by 
continuing this war. The bombing has done no good. It must stop. So 
must the exodus from Kosovo. For this there must be a cease-fire on both 
sides. Milosevic has made the first move. Peace negotiations must begin 
at once and that means recognising that negotiation must be with 
Milosevic. There is noone else to reach an agreement on behalf of the 
Serbs. Relief must be stepped up and massive aid supplied for the 
rehabilitation of the refugees and the countries which are harbouring 
them. It is possible that a division of Kosovo will have to be arrived at 
and the whole guaranteed by the United Nations. We must end our 
commitment to NATO and see that the United Nations is restored to its 
rightful role as the world' s peace keeper. It may be difficult to reach 
agreements with the Russians and the Chinese, but they cannot be 
permanently side tracked because of current American military 
superiority without storing up the most serious problems for the future . 
The Russians will be particularly sensitive to the establishment of a 
permanent United States base in a destabilised Balkans., with Yugoslavia 
reduced to Third World status. If the aim of the United States through 
NATO is to have powerful forces on hand near to Russia in the event that 
Yeltsin' s successor should turn out to be a nationalist with Communist 
support, they are doing their best to ensure that eventuality. 
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A BRIEFING ON KOSOVO 

It is impossible to tell what the situatiof in Yugoslavia will be in weeks 
or even days. But there are certain facts which one can be sure of from 
knowledge of Yugoslav history and of the Serb people in particular, 
knowledge that none of the leading protagonists in the United States or 
European Union governments appear to have troubled to acquire. We are 
being told that Milosevic and the Serbs in a mad project to create a 
"Greater Serbia" set out to destroy Yugoslavia, first forcing out Slovenia 
and Croatia, then dividing up Bosnia, finally expelling the Albanians 
from Kosovo. They should have been stopped, it is said, by resolute 
international intervention in the first place. Belatedly, but most certainly, 
as Hitler should have been stopped in Spain before the holocaust, so now 
Milosevic must be stopped before the Serbs effect the genocide of all 
non-Serbs in the region. It is a travesty of the truth, as I shall seek to 
show. 

Where is the truth? 

The first casualty of war is the truth. Reports are censored and 
information is managed as propaganda. Since the bombing began we 
cannot know how selective the stories are that come through the media to 
us from the front in this war. The bombing of Pristina is a case in point in 
the propaganda war. No one looking for refuge outside Kosovo in NATO 
patrolled camps is going to say that they are fleeing from NATO bombs. 
This is not to say that Serbs in Kosovo have not been guilty of atrocities 
and violent deportations. Wars give cause for violence and scope for 
violent people. The Serbian soldiers and para-militaries and the Kosovo 
Liberation Army have been for some time fighting fierce battles for what 
each side regards as their own country . 

The story from the British government appears to change from day to day 
and will no doubt change again, as the need for forces on the ground 
becomes evident. In particular, the aims of the war have changed. 
Originally, it was to protect the Albanian Kosovars from Serb violence 
and a "humanitarian disaster". Then, when the bombing had the opposite 
result, of only increasing the violence and forcing still more thousands of 
Kosovars to flee from their homes, it was according to Mr Blair, "to get 
in and hit Milosevich and his murderous thugs very, very hard" 
presumably with the aim of dislodging him and them from Kosovo. In the 
end the ,Albanians are to be returned to where they came from, 
and their safety guaranteed by NATO. That means occupation. 
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From the beginning we were told by General Wesley Clark that it was 
going to be a long business. The exodus of Albanians from Kosovo must 
surely have been expected and the ultifl~te use of ground forces, when 
the bombing had cleared the ground for Albanian Kosovars to return. It 
must have been clear that this would mean a NATO occupation force in 
Yugoslavia. The response to all Milosevich's offers of a cease-fire was 
bound to be rejection. Anyone with any knowledge of the Serbs would 
know that they would fight on. With the first air strikes, all the opposition 
to Milosevic collapsed and those arguing for peace were crushed. 

There is an implication in NATO thinking that Milosevic and the 
Jugoslav Army could be forced to surrender unconditionally, like Hitler 
and the German armed forces in 1945, or that there would be a successful 
army revolt with popular support, unlike the unsuccessful German Army 
plot against Hitler. A little knowledge of history would have told them 
that bombing does not divide people from their rulers. Dissent is the 
second casualty of war; national unity takes its place. And in the case of 
Yugoslavia, Serbian nationalism is enshrined in the memory of the 
history of Kosovo. So what are the facts of Serbian and Yugoslav history 
that those wh~ have unleashed this war and those who are supporting the 
bombing need to know? 

Twelve facts ofhistory 

The first fact is that, apart from the Albanians in Kosovo, all the peoples 
of former Yugoslavia were Slavs (Yugoslav means southern Slav) with 
similar languages but different histories, according to the different non
slavic rulers to whom they fell victim. The Slovenes nearest to Austria 
came for long under Austrian influence. The Croats had a kingdom from 
900 to 1100 which was rival to Venice on the Dalmatian coast, until they 

\.J were conquered by Hungary. Bosnia had an independent kingdom during 
the 11th and 12th Centuries, but came under Turkish rule. The kingdom of 
Serbia survived from 1168 to 1496 and maintained the longest and most 
ferocious resistance to the spread of the Turkish Ottoman Empire. Their 
most celebrated battle too place on the field of Kosovo. 

This is the second fact which is needed to explain why the Serbs will 
never give up the field of Kosovo, after which the province is named. If 
Tito could not persuade them to give Kosovo the status of a full republic 
in the post-war Federative Republic of Yugoslavia, bombs will not 
persuad~ them to grant autonomy today. The reason is dismissed by many 
outsiders as absurd. Can it really be just because in 1387 a Serbian King 
Lazarus gathered a great Christian army from Serbs and Bulgars, 
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Bosnians and Albanians, Poles, Hungarians and even Mongols, but no 
Latins or Greeks, to resist the westward advance of the Ottoman Turks? 
They did not even win a great victory. ~at happened was that on the 
field of Kosovo in 1389 they were defeated and one by one South Slavs 
came under Turkish Muslim rule for over 500 years, but Murad the Grand 
Vizier fell on Kosovo field by the hand of a Serbian patriot, and the Serbs 
could recall for ever their day of heroic resistance. 600 years later that 
memory can still stir Serbs to action. 

The third fact is that it happens that over 80% of the people of Kosovo 
are ( or were) of Albanian origin, not therefore Slavs, and also that most 
of them have retained their loyalty to Islam, to which the Turks converted 
their ancestors together with many of the South Slavs in Bosnia and 
Southern Serbia some 500 years ago. If you think it absurd for religion to 
continue to divide people against each other, think of Ireland. Consider 
the response in Ulster today to the Irish Fenians' claim to Derry, where in 
1689 the forces of Protestant King William emerged victorious from a 
long siege by Irish catholics under the leadership of the deposed catholic 
king James II. The parallel is not perfect, but no amount of arms from 
France or Spain would have dislodged the Protestants then or later and we 
may be glad that the American never proposed to bomb the IRA. So, the 
apprentice boys of the Orange Order will this year as always celebrate 
with drums and marches the relief of Derry on July 30th

' 1689, and the 
final Battle of the Boyne on July 1st

., 1690. In Ireland we have tried of 
late to make peace and not war; it may have failed, but the attempt has 
been made. 

The fourth fact is that Kosovo did not cease to be a battlefield in 1389. It 
was fought over again and again. On the same field in 1448 the 
Hungarians, who had stopped the advance of the Turks outside Vienna, 
were defeated by the Turks, and the Balkans became a part of the 
Ottoman Empire for another 400 years. Belgrade in the Sixteenth century 
was a Moslem city. The Slavs were divided with Hungarians lying 
between the Northern Slavs - the Poles, Czechs and Russians - and the 
Southern Slavs - the Slovenes, Croats and Serbs. Hungarian rule replaced 
Turkish rule in parts of the south from the Sixteenth Century. The Slavs 
were then further divided in both the north and in the south not only by 
geography but by religion - catholics to the west, orthodox to the east -
and in the south the Moslems in between the two. 

When the power of the Turks waned in the Nineteenth Century and the 
imprisoned Greek and Slavic nations rose in revolt, they were once more 
divided and conquered by outside powers, this time from the west. 
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Austria occupied Slovenia, Croatia and Bosnia and Austrian rule was 
only ended in the founding of Yugoslavia after the First World War, 
which had begun with the assassinatiol ip. Sarajevo of an Austrian prince 
at the hands of a Serb patriot. Turkish rule was ended a little earlier. In 
1912 Serbia, Bulgaria, Montenegro and Greece united to drive the Turks 
back from Kosovo to Constantinople. They succeeded beyond their 
expectations, but in a second war in 1913 the Bulgarians sought to take 
more of Macedonia than the Greeks and Serbs would permit, and 
Romania entered the fray to seize Bulgarian lands where Romanians 
lived. The Bulgarians armies besieged on all sides were heavily defeated. 
Greece and Serbia divided up Macedonia between them. Albania, which 
had been occupied by both Greece and Serbia was declared by the great 
powers to be an independent state, and the Greeks and Serbs had to leave 
but Serbia kept Kosovo and only a third of all Albanians were left inside 
the new Albanian state. The rest found themselves in Serbia, Macedonia 
and Montenegro, tinder for a future conflagration, whose time has come. 

With such a history no one should wonder at the Serbs' preparedness to 
die for their country, which they proved in full measure with Tito' s 
partisans, wh9 for once united all Yugoslavs in their struggle against the 
occupation of their lands by Germans, Austrians, Italians and Bulgarians 
in World War II. Any one who takes on the Serbs in battle should 
remember all this and recall that war naturally brings out the fighting 
spirit in nations and encourages the men of violence. Those who call for 
putting in troops on the ground should learn from the experience of the 
Germans and Italians fighting against the Yugoslav Partisans in the 
mountains of Montenegro in the 1940s. Better arms and air power did not 
then suffice to defeat a determined force fighting a guerrilla war in 
mountainous terrain. This is the fifth fact of history. 

The sixth fact of history concerns the making and the breaking of 
Yugoslavia - the country of the southern Slavs. Despite their differences 
in national histories and in religions, they sought to form a united state in 
1918 under a Serbian king, to protest together in 1938 against royal 
dictatorship, and, despite every attempt by the Germans to divide and 
conquer including the encouragement of Croat massacres of at least 
200,000 Serbs, to fight side by side under Tito' s leadership against the 
Axis invasion and to form in 1945 the Federative Peoples Republic of 
Yugoslavia. This formulation implied that, although th~re were six 
separate republics in the federation, it was a federation of peoples and not 
of states. Each republic consisted of a mix of peoples and a quota was 
applied for official positions. In Bosnia-Hercegovina no people had a 
majority. Indeed only in one Bosnian district was there any single people 



with an absolute majority - a fact which those from outside who made 
plans for Bosnia' s partition failed to recognise, with disastrous results. 
And in no case, except the autonomou1provinces of Vojvodina, where 
there was a large Hungarian population and in Kosovo with its majority 
of Albanians, were these ethnic differences. All the others were Slavs. 

The seventh fact is that the break-up of former Yugoslavia cannot be 
blamed primarily on Milosevic and the Serbs, or indeed on any of the 
other national groupings. The break-up followed upon the collapse of the 
economy, with an inflation rate exceeding 100% a month in 1989. This 
was due to the demands of the international bankers that Yugoslavia's 
debts should be paid up by expanded exports, which left no goods in the 
shops for internal consumption. The poorer southern republics had always 
produced the raw materials and foodstuffs to pay for imports and cover 
the foreign debts, but when the prices of these commodities collapsed in 
the 1980s and interest rates rose, the richer northern republics of Slovenia 
and Croatia had to export their manufactured goods to meet the bill. They 
had always resented having to support the poorer republics whom they 
thought of as backward and lazy and complained of the Serbs who stood 
in between th_e north and the south and held the capital Belgrade that they 
benefited from their preponderance in key posts of the army and 
government. 

This widening gap between the north and the south was exploited by the 
German government with its own interests in Yugoslav industry, which it 
sought to advance by encouraging the secession of the two northern 
republics. This had the support also of the United States which had 
always hoped to reduce the power of a Communist Yugoslavia astride the 
Balkan peninsula. As the break-up of the federative republic became 
inevitable, nationalist leaders appeared in each of the member republics -
Milosevic in Serbia and others in Slovenia, Croatia and Bosnia, each 
seeking to use the nationalist appeal to bolster their power and privileges. 
The fight was on to redraw the boundaries to maximise the number of 
Serbs in "Greater Serbia", Croats in "Greater Croatia" and Bosniaks 
somewhere in between. Once the nationalist genie was out of the bottle, 
there was no controlling the terrible things that were done in its name -
murder and rape, the destruction of national monuments - Sarajevo's 
library, the bridge at Mostar, the walls of Dubrovnik- and the 
deportation of whole populations including the 300,00Q Serbs forced by 
the Croat Army out of the Bosnian Krajina. When Bosnia was partitioned 
by western intervention, it waas obvious to all that the next flash point 
would be Kosovo. 
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The eighth fact is that Kosovo was and is an integral part of Yugoslavia. 
Kosovo did not have the right to secede, as the other former republics of 
Yugoslavia had. Of course the Kosovars could and did proclaim their 
right to greater autonomy within Yugoslavia, as the Irish, Scots and 
Welsh peoples claim today within the United Kingdom. There were many 
peaceful protagonists of Kosovan independence, such as Rugova who 
was for a time the President and might have negotiated a way out of the 
present conflict. But the Kosovo Liberation Army is just as illegal as the 
IRA and is unhappily inspired by a number of terrorist organisations, with 
links to fundamentalist Islamic groupings. 

The ninth fact concerns the character of the Serbian President, Slobodan 
Miloshevich, and his relation to the Serbian people. Miloshevich has not 
been a popular dictator and has from the start of his rise to power used the 
Kosovo card to enhance his popularity. He has had to strike a balance 
between appearing to play the card too hard so as to frighten his people 
and lose the support of his generals and dropping it and thereby losing all 
popular support. Steadily escalating action against the Albanian Kosovars 
has brought the pressure upon him by the West - the USA and the 
European Union - and provided him with a perfect hand. The more they 
intervene and now the more they bomb, the stronger is the support for 
him and the more heroic he appears. After the NATO strikes began, the 
growing opposition to Milosevich and the whole Serbian peace campaign 
have been crushed. 

The tenth fact is that there is no legal ground for the assault on 
Yugoslavia, either under the United Nations charter or under NATO's 
own charter. Yugoslavia is a sovereign state and the challenge to 
Belgrade from Kosovo is an internal matter, in which other states have no 
legal right to intervene. The implications for other states and their 
alliances of a rupture of international law are obviously extremely 
serious. The argument that the United Nations Declaration on Human 
Rights over-rides the United Nations Charter and permits intervention to 
prevent a "human rights disaster" is a false one. If, moreover, it were to 
be judged by precedent, there was no intervention from the United States 
to prevent the massacre of a million people in Colombia or to prevent the 
expulsion of a million Kurds from Turkey, although in these cases the 
governments of Colombia and Turkey were armed and supported by the 
United States. Nor, perhaps more tellingly, was any action taken against 
the Croats when they expelled more than a quarter of a million Serbs 
from the Croatian border of Bosnia (in the krajina). 
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The elventh fact relates to the nature of the war that is being fought. The 
American and European governments are most anxious not to lose any of 
the lives of their forces . The is not so ~~ for Miloshevich. Body bags 
coming back in any numbers to Washington would soon end the war. 
The Serbian dead can be quietly buried in Yugoslavia, although it is a 
much more open society than Iraq. Most of the population of Belgrade 
can receive CNN, BBC World and Sky News on satellite. Milosevich has 
more to fear from his generals than from the deaths of large numbers of 
Serbs turning the population against him, so that he has been noticeably 
careful about committing his forces to a major confrontation. At the same 
time, he has been quite prepared, as should have been obvious from the 
start of the bombing, to step up the action against the Albanian Kosovars 
with the aim of clearing them out of as much of Kosovo as possible, so as 
to establish a fait accompli of "ethnic cleansing" in Kosovo, as was done 
so horribly effectively by both Serbs and Croats in Bosnia. 

The main clearances in Kosovo, it must be understood, followed after the 
bombing started; they did not, as Mr Blair claims, precede them, although 
there were vicious Serb attacks on villages supposedly held by the 
Kosovo Libe~ation Army (KLA). The KLA has guerrilla training and 
knows the terrain and would give a ground force from outside its best 
chance of surviving with limited casualties, but reconquest with a KLA 
spearhead would leave no possibility of Serbs and Albanians ever living 
together again. If Kosovo has in the end to be divided like Bosnia on 
ethnic/national lines, this could have been achieved from the beginning 
when it would have avoided all the destruction of the bombing and the 
misery of the refugees. NATO war aims have never been clear as to the 
nature of a final settlement, a single or a divided Kosovo. 

The twelfth fact is that, short possibly of what General Wesley Clark calls 
"the ultimate destruction of Yugoslavia's capacity to make war", a 
necessarily very distant and dreadful end, Milosevic will not accept an 
unconditional surrender dictated by NATO. He has the support of the 
Russians, not only in words but arms and battleships, which might in 
certain circumstances make the conflict into a European war, and of the 
Chinese, who will probably do nothing. There will be growing pressure 
for an armistice and peace negotiations, as public opinion in Greece and 
Italy and elsewhere in the European Union begins to tire of the war. 

The Russians may hold back from direct intervention on behalf of their 
Slav br0thers, but they will not allow NATO to pretend to be both a 
military force and a peace-keeping force. The Clinton-Blair or Albright
Cook insistence at Rambouillet on NATO monitors for a peaceful 
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